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Opening address

The Cost Action 240 "Modelling and Measuring Advanced Photonic

Telecommunications Components" started in 1991 is a European collabo-

rative research effort in the field of semiconductor integrated-optical
devices with potential for applications in fibre-optic communications.
Both active and passive devices are investigated through theory,
modelling and measurements. COST provides an open forum for
exchanges of information, for collaboration on modelling tools for
photonic structures and for the organisation of inter-laboratory compara-

tive measurements. Over 40 laboratories have joined this COST Action
and collaborate by providing modelling experience and tools, semicon-

ductor photonic components not available commercially but of evident
interest for future broadband fibre communications, and by participating
in working groups on lasers and amplifiers, on passive structures, and on

optical non-linear phenomena. The cooperation between the participating
laboratories has proven very valuable, especially in the fields of
modelling and experimental determination of key operational device
parameters. In contrast to other large European projects, the work of the

participating institutions that is the subject of the COST collaboration, is
not centrally funded by COST. The launching of COST Actions follows
the bottom-up approach and the participation is on a voluntary basis,

where a strong positive correlation between motivation and quality of
results can be developed.

This is the first COST 240 workshop in the field of characterisation
techniques for active and passive photonic components. We feel this is a
timely and interesting subject because, as the photonic structures devel-
oped for communications applications become increasingly complex, the

techniques to master the experimental characterisation of the devices
should be as clear and as handy as possible in order to allow an unequivo-
cal interpretation of the results. Although this workshop was not espe-

cially advertised and is intended to be rather an internal COST event, the

response by the scientific community engaged in the characterisation of
photonic components was overwhelming. Many fine papers were
proposed and several had to be accommodated in a poster session not
originally planned. We feel that in a European environment of communi-
cation system development where the overall performance of a fibre optic
system counts, the topic of measurements of the key components deserved



higher attention. In this respect, the Budapest COST workshop responds

to a need of the scientific community. In addition, the workshop is in line

with the strong cooperative effort developed in COST 240 where lasers,

optical semiconductor amplifiers and passive structures are continuously

measured and the result between the laboratories compared and published

in the scientific literature. Important issues, such as laser modulation and

chirp, linewidth, wavelength conversion, thermal stability, optical ampli-

fication, accurate waveguide metrology, and several others will be

covered by 27 invited, regular and poster papers in total. These papers

are intended to not only report on results but also to stimulate discussions

on questions that are of importance to all those associated with the

metrology of photonic components.

The quality of the work to be presented and the steady organisa-

tional efforts by Prof. T. Berceli and his team set a solid basis for a

successful workshop. We look forward to having a pleasant and fruitful
event.

Georg Guekos
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ABSTRACT
Optical control of semiconductor devices is

a new area, which can be used in several

applications. The dynamic behavior of these

devices is a crucial problem. Reliable method for
its characterizatton is highly needed.

The paper presents charactenntion methods

with their measurement procedures. The

measurement setup consists of both optical and

microwave instrumentation. The device under

test is illuminated by a laser beam intensity

modulated by a microrvave signal. The

modulation represents the perturbation. The

device properties are measured u'ithout

modulation and rvith varying modulation
frequency.

INTRODIJCTION
Any electrical parameter of an optically

illurninated semiconductor device is a function of
both electrical and optical parameters :

x - x(fn, V, I, ..., Popt, fnod.opt, )" ffiopt, "'),

where f^oaop, is the frequency modulating the

laser light, ft'tsps is the optical modulation depth

and Popt is the average optical intensity. The

dynamic electrical parameter of the illuminated

device is defined as the fi,rnction :

dr(]'r,
6 ),,

where li fepresents an)' of the electrical or optical

variables given in the first equation.

A general measurement setup is shoun in
Fig. l. for investigating the dlnamic behavior of
the device under test.

Figure 1. Dynamic characterization measurement
setup

Usually the electrical source contains bias

and high frequency signal source. The optical
source may consist of laser sources modulated by
microwave frequencies. Electrical network
analyzer system can be constructed if the input
port is the electrical generator and the output port
is the electrical receiver synchronized to each

other. So the S parameters of an optically
controlled active or passive device can be

measured tU. However, an electrically controlled
OIE transmission can be charactenzed using the

optical source as the input port.
Testing OIE devices, which combine the

electrical and the optical excitation the electrical
receiver is a microwave spectrurn analyzer,

displaying the modulation sidebands, mixing
and/or intermodulation products [2], [3J.

The follor,ving electrical parameters can be

varied : the bias (V, I), the source frequencies (f)
and their power levels. In the optical domain we

can change the optical wavelength 0.), the

average optical power intensity (P,r), modulation
frequencies ffi,oaop/ and their modulation depths.

In this paper we show some specific

measurernent arrangements and typical results as

examples of the general model presented above.



THE OPTICAL SOURCE

Two different laser sources had been

utilized in the experiments, the HP 83420A
Lightwave Test Set (LWTS) as a 1.:1300 run

source, and a 785 run HITACHI GaAlAs laser

diode l4l, respectively. The HP 83420A LWTS
consists of a 1300 run DFB laser diode comected
to a fiber output external modulator up to 20

GHz t5l. The 785 run source illuminates the
optically controlled devices through a lens and
free space. The focusing mechanism was

developed by MFKI, Research Institute for
Technical Physics, and allow a precise

micropositioning and focusing. The diameter of
the focused light spot is approximately 40 pm.
The schematic circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Circuit diagram of the 785 nm laser sourc€

The modulation bandrvidth \,vas tested rvith a
high speed (t,:18 ps t6l) pin photodetector. (This
photodetector was previously calibrated up to 20

GHz.) Fig. 3 shows the modulation bandr,vidth of
the direct modulated 785 nm laser source.
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Figure 3. Modulation bandrvidth of the 785 nm laser

source

The parameter of the curves is the power
level of the electrical modulation signal. Fig. 4.

shorvs the emitted optical spectrum of the 785 run
nTultimode laser above threshold current.
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tr'igure 5. Optical spectrunr of the 785 nm laser

TEST EXAMPLES
In the design of broadband optical front-

ends it is necess ary to charact ertze the
responsivity of the photodetector. However,
significant optical level modifies the microwave
reflection of the detector devices, which
influences the matchittg to the transimpedance
amplifier. Fig. 5 shows the measurement setup
for both responsivity and dynamic electrical
reflection measurement.

Figure 5. Setup fbr responsivity and electrical
reflection measurement of a photodetector

Responsivity (lU is a static and dynamic
parameter. In the static case. it is the ratio of the
average electrical current to the average optical
power. In the dyrarnic situatiotr, responsivity
refers to the change in the electrical current due
to the change of the incident optical power :
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Responsivity of a photodetector expressed in
decibels, is related to the level of I A/W
responsrvrty :

R [clB(A / I'V)]= 20 logr () 
R IA I PVI

| IA / I,V]

Fig 6. 
. 
shou's R[dB(A/W)] of the pin chip

photodiode as a function of the reverse bias

voltage, measured by the LWTS (the chip was

terminated with a 50 O impedance).

tdBl

analyzer, respectively. (In practice the impedance

of the photodiode is far from the matched case,

see Fig 8 )
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Figure 8. Nonlinearity measurement setup

Fig. 9 shows the spectrum of the detected

optical modulation (f."0) upconverted by the
microwave source signal (ftd due to the
electrical nonlinearity of the photodiode.

Figure 9. Upconverted optical modulation spectrum

The gain of MESFET amplifiers can be

controlled by laser light illuminating the active
device (Fig. 10).
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Figure 10. MESFET amplifier gain controlled
optically
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f igure 6. Responsivity of the pin photodiode

Fig. 7 shows the significant change of the

reflection (Sr,) in the f - 130 MHz. ..20 GHz
frequency band due to the change of incident

optical power in case of a high speed pin
photodetector chip t6l

Figure 7. Polar plot of 511 verSUs optical intensity

Popt - 0 pW, 105 pW and 323 FW

Close to the fonvard bias condition the

photodiode can not be treated as a linear element.

To charactertze the nonlinearity solne well-
known methods exist. Fig. 8 shows a trvo-tone
measurement (by means of an optical and an

electrical signal) to test the nonlinearity. The

circulator is needed to match the photodetector to
the micror,vave source and to the spectrum
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The laser can be modulated in this case also.
Similarly to the photodiode shor,vn in Fig. 9-10
the nonlinearrty of the MESFET creates

sidebands. The frequency difference between the
first sidebands and the microwave signal (rtd is
equal to the modulation signal frequency (f^,a) as

indicated in Fig. I 1.

bias

X'igure 11. Optically controlled MESFET amplifier

Measuring the level of the sidebands we can
test the dynarnic behavior of the MESFET
amplifier t 1] as a function of the transistor bias,

-fto and f,,oa (Fig. I l) tzl.Frequency dependence

of the first (fto t _f-,0) and second (fto t 2J),,0)

sideband amplitudes are shown in Fig . 12.
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Figure 12. Polver level of the converted signal and
the second harmonic

In FET oscillators optical illumination can
control the oscillation frequency. Static laser
light tunes the self oscillation frequency. In
dSmamic case the laser is intensity modulated. If
the modulation frequency (f,,"i is srnall
compared to the self oscillation frequency then
frequency/amplitude modulation occurs . If _f,,,a is

close to the free running frequency then optical
injection locking is observed on the spectrum
analyzer as it is illustrated in Fig. 13.

bias

Figure 13. Optically controlled FET oscillator
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CONCLTJSION

In the paper dynamic properties of optically
controlled devices \,vere studied. Dif,terent
measurement setups were presented and some
representative measured results were shown
utilizing pin photodiode and MESFET devices as
examples.
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